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Abstract. Safe is a safe place to store valuables or documents. Because they are usually made 
of strong and hard materials, a safe is a place to store valuables and important documents in the 
event of a natural disaster or fire. In addition, the safe is also equipped with a locking system so 
that it can also be used to secure valuables or documents from theft. Usually, safes are used by 
agencies or companies and the general public who have valuable items or documents. Safe 
security systems that have been used generally use either a manual lock, a rotary lock, or a digital 
lock. There are several security system developments in the safe, including using a 
microcontroller-based password and fingerprint code, a fingerprint sensor and an Arduino UNO-
based RF remote control, using a microcontroller via SMS and FSK facilities, and other 
developments in the safe security system. “Branket” (Tap Safe) is a safe with a smart lock system 
using a knock pattern. The bracket is composed of several electronic components, mainly a 
microcontroller, a solenoid lock, and a piezoelectric knock sensor. The workflow for using the 
bracket begins by pressing the power button to turn on the bracket. Then the user sticks his hand 
into the small space to store or opens the safe by tapping the sensor according to the pattern. 
Increased security on the bank account includes a locking system with a secret knock pattern, 
easy to remember by the owner, faster opening of the safe, and the process of opening the safe 
is difficult for others to know. It is hoped that “branket” will become a new innovation in a 
unique locking system that still has a high level of security.  
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1.  Introduction  
Safes are one of the most secure storage of valuables or documents [1]. Because it is usually made of 
strong and hard materials, the safe becomes a place to store valuables and important documents in case 
of natural disasters or fires [2]. In addition, the safe is also equipped with a locking system so that it can 
also be used to secure valuables or documents from theft. Although there are already banks that are also 
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considered safe enough to store money, or the option of digitizing documents, but safes are still used 
today [3]. This is because safes have advantages such as not having to spend money storage 
administration fees such as in banks, as well as maintaining the originality of a document to avoid 
manipulation of documents in digital form. Usually, safes are used by agencies or companies or the 
general public who have valuable goods or documents [4]. 
Safes are a convenient storage area but have a high risk of being broken into, so sophisticated security 
is needed in accordance with technological advances [5]. Safe security systems that have been used 
generally use locks either with manual locks, rotary locks, or digital locks. The use of keys is already 
applied as a common security method, but obstacles that occur often find difficulty in opening them. 
Because the method is arguably still manual and makes it difficult for the user as the need for pull on 
the lock lever [6]. However, there are several developments in security systems in safes, among others, 
using password codes, and fingerprints based on microcontrollers, fingerprint sensors and RF control 
remotes based on Arduino UNO, using microcontrollers through SMS and FSK facilities, and other 
developments in safe security systems [7]. 
Along with the development of technology, there is a smart door lock system with a tap pattern [8]. 
But this system is still reserved for doors or cabinets only. In fact, safes are storage areas that require a 
secure and unique locking system [9]. So, the tap pattern can also be applied to safes that require security. 
Knock patterns are a unique innovation but still put forward the security aspect of the safe, where the 
knock pattern is easy to remember by the owner, the opening of the safe is faster, and has a fairly high 
confidentiality [10]. So, the process of opening the safe is difficult for others to know. In addition, the 
tap pattern is also felt faster and more effective than the digital locking system and pins that require 
longer opening time, as well as fingerprints that need to register each fingerprint [11]. Therefore, 
“branket” design appeared as a safe with security system using Arduino-based tapping pattern. “Branket” 
products are expected to be a new innovation in the locking system in a unique safe but still has a high 
level of security.  
2.  Introduction  
The method used in the writing of this scientific article is by the method of literature studies. According 
to, research with literature studies is a study that is the same preparation as other research but the source 
and method of data collection by retrieving data in libraries, reading, recording, and processing research 
materials [12]. The selection of such methods is based on the purpose of the research to be conducted. 
This research was conducted to design and develop an application that requires a strong legal basis and 
theory. Because in the absence of a solid legal and theoretical basis, the application cannot be designed 
and further developed [13]. 
The method of literature study uses several steps in its writing. The steps in writing a conceptual 
article start from extracting information from reliable sources related to what will be discussed. Then all 
the information that has been obtained is reviewed and analyzed objectively and in accordance with 
scientific rules [14]. Meanwhile, the necessary literature in the writing of this scientific article, among 
others, concerning the prevailing laws and regulations in Indonesia, the nature of public policy and 
democracy, as well as the implementation of the design and design of an application system [15]. 
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Table 1. Details of scientific article writing methods 
  
No. Stages Description Method 
1. Literature 
Study 
Collecting various literature related to 
“Branket” products ranging from the 
components used includes 
specifications and uses, and how the 




Analyzing the needs of “Branket” 
components and product features and 
analyze the suitability of the function of 





Assembling prototype components of 
“Branket” products in a test board 




Testing the prototype “Branket” 
product whether it is in accordance 
with the expected or not. 
Practice 
5. Analysis of 
prototype test 
results 
Analyzing the prototype test results to 
determine the shortcomings that exist 
both from the needs of components and 
the working system of the components. 
Discussion 
 
3.  Results and Discussion 
3.1.  Technical Design 
At first glance “branket” does have the same shape as other safes. However, there are some features in 
“branket” that are different from other safes. At the top there is a power button, a reset button, a reset 
indicator light, a power indicator, a power indicator light, and a small space to enter a tap pattern. The 
existence of this small space is intended so that the tap pattern cannot be seen or read by others. The 
interior of this small space contains piezoelectric beat sensors and silencers so that the sensor does not 
read taps on other parts of the safe. In addition, “branket” is also equipped with a sealed emergency 
section. The existence of this emergency section is in anticipation of technical problems such as the 
owner of the safe who forgot the knock pattern. Later only special technicians can unseal it. 
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Figure 1. Technical Design and Features on “Branket” 
3.2.  Tools and Materials 
“Branket” product building materials are divided into two parts: materials for the assembly of prototype 
series and materials for “branket” products functionally. Materials used for the assembly of the prototype 
series include Arduino UNO microcontroller, breadboard, piezoelectric beat sensor, 12v solenoid lock, 
5v relay, red and yellow/green LED lights, resistors, push-button switches, jumper cables to taste, 
battery holder case, and two batteries or adapters of 12v each. Then for “branket” products functionally, 
some raw materials are no longer needed or replaced, among others breadboard, push-button switch, 
jumper cable, battery holder case, battery, and adapter 12v. Meanwhile, additional raw materials or 
substitutes include silencers, battery indicator voltmeters, functional buttons, functional cables, as well 
as a series of power supplies consisting of power supply cables, adapters, PMIC (Power Management 
Integrated Circuit), and lithium-ion or lithium polymer batteries. Meanwhile, equipment used in the 
manufacture of “branket” products includes laptops for programming, screws, screwdrivers, solders, etc. 
Existing equipment is used specifically for the assembly of prototype circuits, assembly circuits on safe 
bodies, as well as both. 
 
3.3.  Creation Process 
 
Figure 2. Series of Test Prototypes 
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“Branket” product manufacture is divided into two parts: the assembly of prototype series for testing 
and assembly of circuits on the safe body. The assembly process of the prototype circuit for testing is 
carried out with the help of breadboard. Components assembled on the breadboard include piezoelectric 
beat sensors, red and yellow/green LED lights, and push-button switches. Then other components are 
outside the breadboard such as solenoid lock, relay, and Arduino UNO. All of these components are 
connected to each other by jumper cables and there are also some components that require resistors. The 
assembly process of the prototype circuit for testing can be divided into 4 parts to make it easier. The 
first part is the Arduino UNO series with breadboard. The second part is the solenoid, relay, and adapter 
circuit. The third part is the piezoelectric beat sensor circuit, and the fourth part is a series of knock 





Figure 3. Schematic Set of Components in “Branket” 
 
Meanwhile, the process of assembling circuits on the safe body is done by selecting components that 
are still needed, not needed, or replaced with more functional components. Details of component needs 
in functional products have been explained at the stage of preparation of tools and materials. Most 
materials or components remain required as the main components of “Branket”. In addition to “Branket” 
body is made like a typical safe with strong and fire-retardant materials such as titanium which is widely 
used by safe manufacturers. However, the design of the safe adapts to “Branket”'s features. Component 
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3.4.  Workflow 
 
Figure 4. Virtually Simulated Test Pieces 
 
“Branket”'s product workflow begins with the testing process on the prototype circuit. The prototype 
testing process begins by ensuring that the program is uploaded and the components get a power supply, 
especially for the Arduino and solenoid circuits. Then to save the tap pattern the first time is to press the 
push-button switch. During pressing, the piezoelectric sensor is tapped with the desired pattern. Push-
button switches should not be removed until there is a signal from both LED lights that the pattern has 
been stored. If the tap pattern is wrong, it will be marked with a red LED light flash. However, if the tap 
pattern is correct, it will be marked with a green/yellow LED light that lights up and simultaneously the 
solenoid will open. Overall, “branket” workflows are functionally similar to prototype series workflows 
in testing. But there are several differentiating procedures. The beat pattern will still be stored in the 
microcontroller's memory even if “branket” is not supplied with electricity. 
4.  Conclusion 
Based on the purpose of writing scientific articles and the results of discussions, it can be concluded as 
follows: 
1. “Branket” (Tap Safe) is a safe with a smart lock system using a tap pattern. “Branket” is 
composed of several electronic components, mainly microcontrollers, solenoid lock, and 
piezoelectric beat sensors. Before being implemented in the safe, “branket” component sets are 
first compiled on breadboards for testing. Once tested and able to work as programmed, the 
circuit can be implemented in the vault. 
2. “Branket” usage workflow starts by pressing the power button to turn “branket” on. Then the 
user puts his hand in a small space to store or open the safe by tapping the sensor according to 
the pattern. If the pattern is correct, it will be marked with a green LED light that lights up, 
otherwise if the tap pattern is wrong it will be marked with a red LED light that lights up. The 
knock pattern reset procedure can only be performed when the vault is open. 
3. “Branket” can be a unique and safe innovation in safe locking system. “Branket”'s enhanced 
security includes a locking system with a secret tap pattern, easy to remember by the owner, 
faster safe opening, and the process of unlocking the safe is difficult for others to know. 
“Branket” is expected to be a new innovation in the locking system in a unique safe but still has 
a high level of security. 
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